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limited protections.
Other studies conducted by the Pew Research
Center and the privacy-protective search engine
company DuckDuckGo have similar findings. In
fact, a recent lawsuit against Google alleges that
internet users are not getting the privacy protection
they expect when using Chrome's Incognito mode.
How it works
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Many people look for more privacy when they
browse the web by using their browsers in privacyprotecting modes, called "Private Browsing" in
Mozilla Firefox, Opera and Apple Safari;
"Incognito" in Google Chrome; and "InPrivate" in
Microsoft Edge.

While the exact implementation varies from
browser to browser, what private browsing modes
have in common is that once you close your private
browsing window, your browser no longer stores
the websites you visited, cookies, user names,
passwords and information from forms you filled out
during that private browsing session.
Essentially, each time you open a new private
browsing window you are given a "clean slate" in
the form of a brand new browser window that has
not stored any browsing history or cookies. When
you close your private browsing window, the slate
is wiped clean again and the browsing history and
cookies from that private browsing session are
deleted. However, if you bookmark a site or
download a file while using private browsing mode,
the bookmarks and file will remain on your system.

These private browsing tools sound reassuring,
and they're popular. According to a 2017 survey,
nearly half of American internet users have tried a
private browsing mode, and most who have tried it
Although some browsers, including Safari and
use it regularly.
Firefox, offer some additional protection against
web trackers, private browsing mode does not
However, our research has found that many
guarantee that your web activities cannot be linked
people who use private browsing have
back to you or your device. Notably, private
misconceptions about what protection they're
browsing mode does not prevent websites from
gaining. A common misconception is that these
learning your internet address, and it does not
browser modes allow you to browse the web
prevent your employer, school or internet service
anonymously, surfing the web without websites
provider from seeing your web activities by tracking
identifying you and without your internet service
provider or your employer knowing what websites your IP address.
you visit. The tools actually provide much more
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Reasons to use it

device. Additionally, private browsing does not offer
any additional protection for the transmission of
your credit card or other personal information to a
website when you fill out an online form.

We conducted a research study in which we
identified reasons people use private browsing
mode. Most study participants wanted to protect
their browsing activities or personal data from other It is also important to note that the longer you leave
users of their devices. Private browsing is actually your private browsing window open, the more
pretty effective for this purpose.
browsing data and cookies it accumulates, reducing
your privacy protection. Therefore, you should get
We found that people often used private browsing in the habit of closing your private browsing window
to visit websites or conduct searches that they did frequently to wipe your slate clean.
not want other users of their device to see, such as
those that might be embarrassing or related to a
What's in a name
surprise gift. In addition, private browsing is an
easy way to log out of websites when borrowing
It is not all that surprising that people have
someone else's device—so long as you remember misconceptions about how private browsing mode
to close the window when you are done.
works; the word "private" suggests a lot more
protection than these modes actually provide.
Private browsing provides some protection against
cookie-based tracking. Since cookies from your
Furthermore, a 2018 research study found that the
private browsing session are not stored after you
disclosures shown on the landing pages of private
close your private browsing window, it's less likely browsing windows do little to dispel misconceptions
that you will see online advertising in the future
that people have about these modes. Chrome
related to the websites you visit while using private provides more information about what is and is not
browsing.
protected than most of the other browsers, and
Mozilla now links to an informational page on the
Additionally, as long as you have not logged into
common myths related to private browsing.
your Google account, any searches you make will
not appear in your Google account history and will However, it may be difficult to dispel all of these
not affect future Google search results. Similarly, if myths without changing the name of the browsing
you watch a video on YouTube or other service in mode and making it clear that private browsing
private browsing, as long as you are not logged into stops your browser from keeping a record of your
that service, your activity does not affect the
browsing activity, but it isn't a comprehensive
recommendations you get in normal browsing
privacy shield.
mode.
This article is republished from The Conversation
under a Creative Commons license. Read the
What it doesn't do
original article.
Private browsing does not make you anonymous
online. Anyone who can see your internet
Provided by The Conversation
traffic—your school or employer, your internet
service provider, government agencies, people
snooping on your public wireless connection—can
see your browsing activity. Shielding that activity
requires more sophisticated tools that use
encryption, like virtual private networks.
Private browsing also offers few security
protections. In particular, it does not prevent you
from downloading a virus or malware to your
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